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Prepare yourself for a wild ride with unexpected twists and turns in this latest installment of the

INNcredibly Sweet Series. Kel faces his past in a way that he never expected, and his life will be

changed forever. Missy travels to the Midwest to unravel a mystery that will leave you breathless,

and all the while, she and Echo are planning two weddings. Spencer and Janssen team up again,

on a mission that will lead to new beginnings, as well as some heartfelt goodbyes. In case

youâ€™ve forgotten about Echoâ€™s neighbors, Loud Steve and Tim the Mortician, theyâ€™ll make

an appearance to give you a few chuckles and gasps. Find out why Grayson may not get married,

and who the new kid in town turns out to be.Bourbon Creme Killer will take you on a roller-coaster

ride of intrigue that will not only make you laugh and cry, but will also having you checking the locks

on the doors. CLIFFHANGER WARNING: The end of this suspense-filled book will leave you on the

edge of your seat and clamoring for more!
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This book was wonderful. I could not put it down. I just finished it and I want the next one. Written of



course by a pro. Hope things work out the way I want them to. But if now i will love it anyway.

Haven't read a bad one yet.

This fast moving series continues to get better with each book and this one is no exception. Missy,

Kel and Chas are investigating the disappearance of an old friend in the Midwest. In between bouts

of morning sickness, Echo is protecting someone close to Kel while keeping her book and candle

shops running with the help of her new friend and employee, Joyce. Spencer and Janssen are

working on the disappearance of a close friend. I like how diverse and well developed the

characters are. Add in twisted plots and interesting backgrounds and you get a fantastic adventure

that any cozy mystery reader will enjoy!

Wow!! Just wow!!! This has to be the best book in this series so far!! I just can't say enough about it,

I wish I could give it 100 stars or more because it deserves so much more than 5 stars. Milly, Chas,

Kel and Echo are into another mystery full force. Spencer, Janseen, Joyce even Tim and Steve are

in this book. Grayson's mother is a piece of work! Is Grayson's wedding going to happen? This book

made me laugh and cry and hold my breath so many times I lost count!! I love the longer book

because she has a chance to really go into depth and did she ever! She had so many different

scenes in different areas going on all at one time and tying in together. I wanted it to go on forever

but the ending did give us a cliffhanger and I hope book 10 comes out soon because I can't wait to

see what happens next!!! Fantastic book to read! This entire series and also her first series because

it is all the same characters and more added along the way are excellent stories!!! WOW!!!

Is it a cozy mystery or a suspense thriller? There are a few in the series that leave me asking this

question and this happily is another of them. I love the way the story starts out as a cozy mystery

but then switches to the suspense thriller. The story had me so hooked I couldn't put it down until I

had read the entire book ( sleep is under rated anyway ). There are so many surprises. You will

need to have your tissue ready for some of them. Some of the surprises will leave you saying "Oh

No!" This book brings back some quirky characters, which is always fun. Definitely one of my

favorite in the INNcredibly Sweet Series. I can't wait for the next one.

As someone who reads all of Summer's books, I find it hard to come up with new ways to describe

how much I enjoy this series. This book seemed like it was much longer and I particularly enjoyed

that. There are so many unexpected turns in this book that I can't wait to see what direction the next



book takes. I have to say I am not a fan of the direction things are going with Spencer but I am

probably in the minority on that! There are a number of cliffhangers in this book which means I am

eagerly awaiting the next one.

So I left a 5 star review because this was a wonderful, well-written story! There is a change-up in the

way this one is written compared to the others, but Summer effortlessly weaves in and out of each

storyline and eventually pulls it all together in a neat package with a heck of a cliffhanger at the end.

There are so many twists and turns going on that this book will keep you in suspense until the very

last page. I am quite excited to read the next book in the series!

I loved this book! The author had several different things going on and managed to keep my

attention on each of them. It seems everyone has a piece of the action and one character is in for

the surprise of their life. The only thing I wasn't too crazy about is that parts of the story seems to

have cliffhangers. However, as often as books in this series comes out, I know I won't have long to

wait for the next great book.

Just when I think the series can't get any better, it does. The only thing I can say about this is wow!!!

There's a missing woman and the only people that can solve the mystery is Kel and missy, leaving

a pregnant echo at home this time. Time is of the essence but 2 heads are always better than one.

Spencer is my hero!!! Hopefully he will come home where he belongs. This is a must read, a real

page Turner. You will not want to put it down. Happy reading
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